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10% Tariffs and the End of the World 
  

“Trade War Gets Hotter, Hammers Oil and Oil Stocks!” was one of dozens of similar headlines as this week 
ended.  The markets responded to the President’s extra 10% tariff on China by lining up oil, commodity 
and industrial companies against the wall and shooting them, so to speak.  Oil itself fell 8%; most 
companies having anything to do with energy or commodities like copper fell 5 or 10 percent . . . and oh 
yes, Abercrombie and Fitch fell 13%.  Here’s its chart, which might remind older people of the cliff-divers 
of Acapulco who often showed up on ABC’s “Wide World of Sports,” decades ago.  
  

 
  

Outlook Capital Management would have no interest at all in Abercrombie and Fitch, ordinarily.  But a 
very sensible analyst named Paolo Santos wrote about the company and stock today.  His theme was, 
roughly, “Will 10% Tariffs Really Be the Death of Abercrombie and Fitch?”  Next came the simplest of 
arithmetic, with Mr. Santos taking the 20% of Abercrombie’s clothing which is imported from China, 
adding 10% to its cost to the company (and ignoring the distinct probability that Abercrombie, like most 
other U.S. companies, would successfully demand an offsetting price cut from its Chinese suppliers) and 
running the effect through Abercrombie’s earnings statement.  
  
Mr. Santos found that 10% tariffs would increase Abercrombie’s costs by one-half of one percent.  That 
number would be a lot, for a grocery store; but it’s as trivial as it sounds, for a retail clothing company.  
  
No matter, the market pushed Abercrombie off that Acapulco cliff . . . not because the “Hotter Tariff War” 
was any kind of real risk to the company, but because that’s what the market’s big daily speculating crowd 
does.  It buys and sells, at this moment, based on the impression it figures the news is making on the rest 
of the crowd . . . at this moment.  And, of course, it takes a lot longer than any given moment for actual 



facts to show up, and make impressions look silly.  That 13% cliff-dive was Thursday; and today 
Abercrombie partly clawed its way back up the cliff.  Perhaps Mr. Santos’ calculations soaked into some 
of the hair-trigger crowd—but more likely a large chunk of the speculators who sold short on Thursday 
closed their positions by buying on Friday.  They’ve survived, playing their daily game, because 
they know facts matter more than impressions, eventually, and it rarely pays for them to stick around 
waiting for those facts to appear. 
  
The cliff-diving energy and other stocks, and the cliff-diving price of oil itself, had no more to do with real-
world facts than Abercrombie’s cliff-dive.  This market is constantly ready for fright, and has been 
executing lightning trades on fright and its vague impressions for a long time.  That kind of behavior 
creates great values for good investors.  We own several strong energy companies, as well as heavy 
industrial companies, all trading at excellent long-term values.  As always, we’ll hold them and buy more 
when the market acts as if the “crisis of the day” (Trade War) must surely fall into “end of the world” 
neighborhood.  It never does. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should only 
be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


